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Latitude 7290 datasheet

Dell K75NJ Width 7490... Dell Latitude 7490 Intel Core... Updated 14... They are primarily aimed at business users, though potentially some of Dell's cheaper devices may also be of interest to students. Of these, the 7000 series is an Ultrabook series and contains machines that have 12, 13 or 14-inch displays and 7th generation Intel hardware, or, as well as
the new Latitude 7490 model, seen here, 8th generation processors and chipsets. Price, availability and valueIf you're willing to embrace the previous generation of Intel technology and relatively little storage, the Dell Latitude 7490 can be bought for as little as £1,119 ($1,049). However, if you want something with more current silicone inside and SSD
storage, then the price is £1,219 ($1,209). A flagship model, with Core i7 CPU, 16GB of RAM and 512GB of storage, is £1,529 ($2,039). Compared to what Lenovo, HP and Toshiba requested similar hardware, this price looks like the entire 7490 series, very competitive. Lenovo has a ThinkPad T480, although it doesn't offer the same processor on this model
(yet). It's not on the Lenovo X1 Carbon, and it costs more for a lower specification. At a price, the HP EliteBook 1040 G4 is suitable even if it still uses the Intel 7th-gen silicone on this model. Asus has excellent ZenBook 3 Deluxe UX490UA that can be found for a little more, but comes with a Core i7-class CPU, 16GB of RAM and doubling the storage of this
review model. As with most of Dell's range, customization options are available at the time of purchase, but with this series, the amount of RAM and storage is fixed for each model. If you don't like the combinations that are offered, some memory and storage improvements are possible from the end user. Design For better or worse, latitude 7490 is made
mainly of plastic. When others obsess over the exact nature of their devices with paint and a thin coating of metal, Dell perceives plastic as a material of choice, and the surface achieved with it is delightful. Poorly designed plastic machines bend and fasten, but latitude 7490 feels tilted and strong in all critical areas, such as the hinge, and where you put your
palms to write. The screen hinge is robust and allows the display to lie completely flat. What value can this have on a machine that does not have a touchscreen display, we are not sure, but there may be some advantage that we have missed. Some 7490 models have touch displays, but at the time of writing we couldn't find any on the UK or US Dell sites.
Due to the 180-degree hinge, dell kept the rear of the 7490 completely clean, with no holes or holes on the back. All ports are on the side, and the ventilation holes are under them. Therefore, it is worth considering that you should never place the machine on a soft surface where the as it would undoubtedly overheat. The ports haven't changed at all since the
7480 series, with triple USB 3.1 (Gen 1) type A ports and a single Thunderbolt 3 USB Type-C. There is also an RJ-45 Ethernet port, a smart card slot, a microSD card and SIM card boxes. The preview machine does not have the LTE module to take advantage of the SIM slot, and since the standard for them is not global, the LTE hardware capabilities will be
different around the world. Not providing a full-size SD card slot is mildly annoying, but the Adapters for Type-A USB ports don't cost much. The keyboard and trackpad are better than we expected and we broadcast the quality we expect from a more expensive brand. We particularly liked a trackpad that has keys at the top and bottom instead of using a
flexible hem. Given the amount of gutted space on the left and right of the keyboard, it might have been a wider design. That said, the keyboard design works well enough for writing, even with big hands. Another strong point is the 14-inch IPS panel AU Optronics, which is decent and has a healthy color gamut. It also does not use pulse width modulation
(PWM) to adjust brightness, with a negative impact it can have on vision. Ergonomically, this is one of the smaller machines in this category, even with only a few millimeters. There are smaller machines, like the Lenovo X1 Carbon, but this device is certainly very portable. As a replacement for the previous 7480 models, the new 7490 looks pretty much the
same from the outside, but has had a complete overhaul internally. Intel Kaby Lake R's new processors have surpassed that which designers could have previously imagined with a budget of 15W, and the review model has an Intel Core i5-8350U quad-core 1.7GHz (Turbo 3.6GHz) processor under the hood, which is equal to many CPUs desktop
processors.Technically this chip can take 25W in sprint, but also gear down to 10W should be the main goal. The processor cannot be improved by the user, but it is possible to remove the base by removing eight screws – then you can increase the amount of RAM and change the storage options. SecurityBusiness machines are more security-focused than
user notebooks, and the Dell Latitude 7490 is well endowed to keep its content safe. Spec SheetHere is the Dell Latitude 7490 configuration sent to TechRadar Pro for review: CPU: Intel Core i5-8350U quad-core 1.7GHzGraphics: Intel UHD Graphics 620RAM: 8GB DDR4 RAM (2400MHz)Screen: 14-inch 1,920 x 1,080 resolution IPSStorage: Intel 545s M.2
256GB SATA SSDPorts: 3 x USB 3.1 Gen 1 (1 with PowerShare), 1 x USB Type-C, 1 x HDMI 1.4, 1 x Gigabit Ethernet, headset/mic combo jack, SD 4.0 memory card reader, external uSIM card tray (optional)Connectivity: Dual-band 802.11ac Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.2Camera: 720pWeight: 1.4kgSize: 331 x 220.9 x 17.9mm (W x D x H)Battery: 7,500mAhThe
three main pieces of the security puzzle are a Smart Card NFC sensor and fingerprint reader. Those who also want a person you can add it as an option, but the viewing machine just had a 720p 2D camera. Those who are paranoid, and we should all be already, will worry that the camera has no cover for privacy. A fingerprint reader is a high-quality device
that is rarely misinterpreted in our tests. Since this is probably the security mechanism that most people will use, it's a big plus point that works reliably. Specifications The four-core Intel Core i5-8350U processor is fast becoming a favorite of laptop designers. It provides much of the power that the Intel Core i7-8550U offers, but has lower unit costs and less
harmful effects on battery life. 8GB of DDR4 system memory and 256GB of storage is enough to work, but heavy users may find that storage gets a little tight after a few months of use. Dell's rules on memory and storage are that these things aren't usually adjustable in the purchase path customization part, and therefore, if you want more, you need to
choose a different model. Or, take a screwdriver out and source parts to upgrade the user. This is a demonstration of the seamless insertion of icecat LIVE product information sheet on your website. Imagine that this customizable information sheet is included in the product page of your web shop. How to integrate Icecat LIVE JavaScript. Long product name
DELL Latitude 7290 Notebook 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 pixels 7th gen Intel® Core™ i5 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro Black : The short editorial description of DELL Latitude 7290 Notebook 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 pixels 7th gen Intel® Core™ i5 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10
Pro Black 12.5 (1366 x 768, LED), Intel Core i5-7300U, 8GB (DDR4), 256GB (SSD), Intel HD Graphics 620, Windows 10 Pro (64 bit), 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, Bluetooth 4.2, 2 x USB 3.0, 1 x DisplayPort over USB Type-C, 1 x HDMI, 1 x LAN, 1.19 kg Long summary description DELL Latitude 7290 Notebook 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 pixels 7th gen Intel® Core™
i5 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro Black : This is an auto-generated long summary of DELL Latitude 7290 Notebook 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 pixels 7th gen Intel® Core ™ i5 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro Black based on the first three specs of the first five spec groups. DELL
Latitude 7290. Product type: Notebook, Shape factor: Ayd. Processor family: 7th gen Intel® Core™ i5, Processor model: i5-7300U, Processor frequency: 2.6 GHz. Display diagonal: 31.8 cm (12.5), HD type: hd, Display resolution: 1366 x 768 pixels. Internal memory: 8 GB, Internal memory type: DDR4-SDRAM. Total storage capacity: 256 GB, Storage media:
SSD. Built-in graphics adapter model: Intel® HD Graphics 620. Operating system installed: Windows 10 Pro. Black Intel® Identity Protection Technology (Intel® IPT) Protecting Your Identity and Identity Protection Technology® (Intel® IPT) Protects Businesses From Theft and online access of user accounts with an additional layer of hardware security and
authentication, as well as a multi-factor authentication framework to manage different authentication methods. Intel® Turbo Boost Technology higher performance when you need it MostIntel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.01 speeds up CPU and graphics performance by increasing the frequency of operation when running below the specification limits. The
maximum frequency varies depending on the workload, hardware, software and overall system configuration. Intel® Quick Sync Video Technology create, edit, and share video in FlashIntel® quickly sync video uses Intel® Graphics Technology's specialized media processing capabilities to make video encoding tasks— such as creating DVDs or Blu-ray
discs, creating and editing 3D video, converting 2D video files to 3D, and converting video to portable media players and social networking sites — faster and easier. Does not contain conflict minerals: tantalum, tin, tungsten, and gold. Display response rise/fall Frequency increase CPU Frequency Operating modes Intel Core i5-7300 Mobile series Thermal
Design Power (TDP) Configurable TDP-up frequency Configurable TDP-down frequency Maximum number of PCI Express tapes PCI Express slots version PCI Express configurations ECC supported by cpu Memory placement (slots x size) Maximum internal memory * Discrete graphics adapter model * Graphics adapter board * Discrete graphics adapter *
On-board graphics adapter family graphics adapter model of graphics adapter on board the card * On-board graphics adapter base frequency of graphics adapter on board graphics adapter dynamic frequency (max) Maximum on-board graphics card memory onboard graphics card DirectX version On-board graphics card with graphic adapter OpenGL version
On board graphics adapter Number of built-in speakers Front camera resolution (digital) Front camera signal format 802.11a , Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac), 802.11b, 802.11g, Wi-Fi 4 (802.11n) Wireless connection with intel Wireless-AC 8265 USB 3.2 Gen 1 (3.1 Gen 1) Type A ports quantity * USB 3.2 Gen 1 (3.1 Gen 1) Type-C ports * Ethernet LAN (RJ-45) ports
USB Type-C DisplayPort Alternative port mode supported powerShare Operating system architecture Operating system language Microsoft Office operating system, McAfee Small Business Security Operating System Installed * Intel® My WiFi Technology (Intel® MWT) Intel® Intel Smart Response Technology® Identity Protection Technology (Intel® IPT)
Intel® Hyper Threading Technology (Intel® HT Technology) Intel® Turbo Boost Technology Improved Intel SpeedStep Technology Intel® Clear Video HD Technology (Intel® D.P.D. HD) Intel Clear Video Technology Intel® Fast Sync Video Technology Intel® new instructions (Intel® AES-NI) Intel reliable performance technology Intel enhanced halt state Intel
VT-x with extended page tables (EPT) Intel Stable Imaging Platform Program (SIPP) Intel Software Security Extensions (Intel SGX) Intel® Video Pure Technology for Mobile Internet Devices (Intel CVT for MID Thermal) Thermal Thermal Technology Supported Instructions Kits Built-in Options Available Intel Visualization Technology /s (VT-d) Intel Identity
Protection Technology Version Intel Smart Response Technology Version Intel Stable Imaging Platform (SIPP) Version Intel Secure Key Technology Version Intel Virtualization Technology (VT-x) Battery Capacity (Watt --x) Battery Capacity hours) * OUTPUT CURRENT OF AC adapter output voltage of AC adapter Reliable module platform (TPM) Operating
temperature (T-T) Storage temperature (T-T) Operating relative humidity (H-H) Storage relative humidity (H-H) Certificates Resistance Maximum Internal Memory ( ) Summary Source Deck Average Rating UK has collected 5 expert reviews for DELL Latitude 7290 Notebook Black 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 pixels 13 66 x 768 pixels 3 Intel® Core™ i5 8 GB
DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro , but no overall assessment was given. Click below and use the UK to find all ratings, product rewards and conclusions. SOURCE Deck Summary Average rating Nl heeft 5 proffesionele recession voor 136 x 768 pixels Zevende generatie Intel® Core™ i5 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-
Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro verzameld, maar er is geen hiegeven result. Klik hieronder om of pomegranate tests of teek te they source Deck Summary Average rating fr acueilli 5 avis d'experts pour dell Latitude 7290 Ordinateur portable Noir 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 7 68 pixels Intel® 8 ™ core of 7th core 8 Go DDR4-SDRAM 256 Go SSD Wi-Fi 5
(802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro 10 Pros aucune note n'a été accordée. Cliquez sur l'onglet ci-dessous et utilisez Testek pours oir notes, le prix de produits et l conclusions. SOURCE Deck Summary Medium Rating De hat 5 Expertenungen für DELL Latitude 7290 Notebook Schwartz 31.8 cm (12.5 Zoll) 1366 x 768 Pixel Intel® Core™ i5 der siebten Generation 8
GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro zusammengestellt, es wurde aber kaym kayer vollständige Beurteilung. Klicken Sie unknown to the syte deck allerteyungen, Produktauszeichnungen and Schlussfolgerungen sehen zu können. SOURCE Deck Summary Medium rating Deck 5 recioni d aparte di esperti dell latitude 7290
Computer port Nero 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 Pixel Intel ® Core™ i5 di settima generazione 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro ma no ricevuto alcuna valutazione. Fate clic qui soto e usate Deck of visual tutti le currency, and premi ricevuti to the production and conclusion. SOURCE Summary Deck Average rating Es ha
coleccionado 5 reviews de expertos para expertos para DELL Latitude 7290 Portátil 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 Pixela 7ª generaci 256 GB ® Intel processor® Core™ i5 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro pero without ha sido calificado completion poro. Haga click abajo y using deck para-sender ver todas gallardo y
conclusion del producto. SOURCE Deck Summary Average rating Dk har samlet 5 ekspertanmeldelser for DELL Latitude 7290 Notebook Sort 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 pixels 7th gen Intel® <2> <4> Core™ 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro men der ique blevet give nogen gene gene result. Click edenfor OG Brug Dk to
find alle bedømmelser, produktpriser og konklusioner. SOURCE Deck Summary Medium Rating Deck 5 expertnыe stack dly DELL Latitude 72900 Notebook 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 pixels Feel Intel® Core™ i5 7-year-old 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB Tverdothynыy on (SSD) Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro, are not much of a pre-def. On a teallymetal,
chtobы ispoltььysysyayavыvay, of mystery and ltd. SOURCE Summary Deck Summary Average rating Se harlat in 5 experttester för DELL Latitude 7290 Bärbar dator Svart 31.8 cm (12.5) 1366 x 768 pixels 7: e generator Intel® Core™ i5 8 GB DDR4-SDRAM 256 GB SSD Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) Windows 10 Pro Men inget genomsnittligt betyg har angivits.
20000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 00 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t. Output comments from the notebook-center.ru in Nutbook oienetы limenы litodы etc. It's not a scary competition, it's not a scary competition, it's a business segment, it's about how you lead: how do you rule, the manufacturing way who needs the necessary
portables, name the optimum size... Notbook in danenoy kits can offer stable workatu and horosuyu functionality. At Dell Latitude 7290jubes, assisi-co-sena dlyad dlyunыh snooki, net nets. Keyboard, hot and non-sick size, but wood... pclab.pl the laptop Collary Rynek zalewany jest najróżżniejszymi modelami wyposażonymi w now starsze podzespoły. All the
way with the so-called Pompom w tym nasz class laptop, w którym prezentuymy najlepsycje w różnych przedziałach c ... pasonisan.com Latitude 7280 Review, a 12.5-inch business note published in February 2017 (and additionally, latitude 7290's successor). The name of the sales is 12 7000 Leeds. This is the thinnest and lightest 12.5 business note in
DELL's history. It is a housing that meets the MIL-STD-810G standard, which is standard for purchasing the U.S. Department of Defense, and has a silicone coating of aluminum body. The display (for reviewers) seems to use an IPS panel, ykr.ykr414.com a review of the 7290 latitude, a laptop sold by Dell. Latitude 7290 is a mobile laptop for businesses with
a 12.5-inch, gloss-free LCD display. It may be hard to understand if you list it as Latitude 7290, but it is a product of the 7000 series that ranks high in the Latitude brand. Compatible with 7th generation Intel Core processors, it features the thinnest and lightest frame in Dell's history (as described on the product page) for excellent mobile performance. Thin
and lightweight material ... ▸ Equipped with a 12.5HD non-glossy LCD with excellent but with a thickness of 16.53 mm and a weight of about 1.19 kg, he realizes that it has a thin and light body, equipped with a 7th generation, eighth generation Core processor, memory is up to 16GB, storage can choose an SSD with different capacities and standards, many
different options are provided, This is a business portable notebook that combines strength with a thin and light housing equipped with a 12.5-inch LCD that can be configured according to the app and has a very good battery. It is possible to configure relatively high specifications while you are a thin notebook, and in PCs ... pasonisan.com the 12.5-inch
latitude 7290 note, heir to the previous Latitude 7280. The basic design remains intact, the keyboard and interface change, and KabyLake KabyLake - Lot, it's them. (image display) Here we only display images of products of sponsoring brands that have joined Open Icecat, as product images may be copyrighted. Icecat can help secure the necessary
permissions or implement the policies for managing the intellectual property rights of the trade mark. Sign in to view all product specifications or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specifications. nsls075black newstar laptop stand (show image) Here we show only images of products of sponsoring brands that joined Open Icecat, as images
of the products can be copyrighted. Icecat can help secure the necessary permissions or implement the policies for managing the intellectual property rights of the trade mark. Sign in to view all product specifications or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specifications. 8717371445751 newstar notebook holder (show image) Here we only
show images of products of sponsoring brands that joined Open Icecat, as product images can be copyrighted. Icecat can help secure the necessary permissions or implement the policies for managing the intellectual property rights of the trade mark. Sign in to view all product specifications or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product
specifications. ns-LS100 silver new start ipad/laptop
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